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OVERVIEW

1. General/College Specific Concerns/Information -
   - The CBE is working with an organizational diversity consultant “Artemis Connection” in order to encourage further EID in the college
   - Engaging students – Our plan is to use the clubs and CBE syndicate of success to disseminate information and as a way to generate exposure about our roles as senators
   - CBE undergoing curriculum revision this year
   - Increasing the reach and accessibility of international exchange programs

2. Committee 1 – Academic Coordinating Committee
   - The ACC is currently overseeing issues involving secondary education within the Woodring College. The issue arose from endorsements obtained from a standardized test being recommended to students in lieu of necessary coursework.

3. Committee 2 – CBE Policy Council
   - Council discusses the revenue and budgeting structure of online classes and what that means for student accessibility. Discourse ensues around the trade off between making classes more affordable and avoiding the incentive for faculty and students to shift more towards online classes (integrity of Western as in-person higher ed. institution)

4. Committee 3 -
   - Please fill in with any information pertaining to committee three, and please say which committee this is.

5. Miscellaneous – CBE Syndicate Meeting
   - We attended the CBE Student Syndicate for Success which is a group of club officers and administrators/faculty within the CBE who meet to outline goals and collaborate toward improving the college. Main issues we discussed regarded ways we can increase
international study-abroad programs and make them more accessible to students. The College of Business & Economics is looking to host professional readiness workshops. This was a program that was very successful and lost support in recent years.

6. **Constituent Concerns** -

Please fill in with any information pertaining to concerns arising from your constituency.

7. **Executive Session Material** -

Please fill in with any information pertaining to an executive session. We will not use an executive session, unless a member of the AS WWU SS fills this box with information that is relevant to an executive session only.